Training efficiency is one of the main problems for Neural Machine Translation (NMT). Deep networks need for very large data as well as many training iterations to achieve state-of-the-art performance. This results in very high computation cost, slowing down research and industrialisation. In this paper, we propose to alleviate this problem with several training methods based on data boosting and bootstrap with no modifications to the neural network. It imitates the learning process of humans, which typically spend more time when learning "difficult" concepts than easier ones. We experiment on an English-French translation task showing accuracy improvements of up to 1.63 BLEU while saving 20% of training time.
Introduction
With the rapid development of research on Neural Machine Translation (NMT), translation quality has been improved significantly compared with traditional statistical based method (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016; Sennrich et al., 2015) . However, training efficiency is one of the main challenges for both academia and industry. A huge amount of training data is still necessary to make the translation acceptable (Koehn and Knowles, 2017) . Though new techniques have recently been proposed (Vaswani et al., 2017; Gehring et al., 2017) , fully trained NMT models still need for long training periods (sometimes by weeks) even using cutting-edge hardware.
NMT system directly models the mappings between source sentence x n 1 = (x 1 , ..., x n ) and target sentence y m 1 = (y 1 , ..., y m ), with n and m words respectively (Sutskever et al., 2014) . Usually, such system is based on an encoder-decoderattention framework, in which the source sentence is fed into an encoder word by word to form a fixed length representation vector, with a forward sequence of hidden states ( − → h 1 , ..., − → h n ) and a backward sequence ( ← − h 1 , ..., ← − h n ). With the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) , a decoder is used to decide which part of the source sentence to pay attention to and predict corresponding word representation at time t together with history predictions before time t. Then, a softmax is used to restore the word representation to natural target words. During the training process, the parameter Θ is optimized:
p(y t |y <t , x n 1 ; Θ) The amount of parameters which is proportional to the network size and the size of training corpora both decide the cost of training for NMT systems. In order to achieve an acceptable performance on systems, deep networks (up to 8 layers) and more iterations (10-18 epochs) are necessary with a certain amount of data Crego et al., 2016) . Since several weeks are needed to generate results, it is difficult to experiment with several different meta-parameters, hence slowing down innovation.
While proposes a brute-force approach with massive data and model parallelism as a way to accelerate training, in this paper, we focus on a different approach based on ranking training sentence pairs by "difficulty". We aim at boosting the optimisation problem through targeting difficult training instances rather than spending time on easier ones.
Every several epochs, we re-select 80% of the data from the corpus with the highest perplexity (ppl.) to use for training. There is no extra calculation cost since we get these ppl. loss from the previous epoch. Finally, we achieve a 1.63 BLEU points improvement while saving 20% training cost at the same time, which is quite a stable improvement compared with our baseline system on English-French translations.
Related Work
Training efficiency has been a main concern by many researchers in the field of NMT. Data parallelism and model parallelism are two commonly used techniques to improve the speed of training . As a result, multiple GPUs or TPUs 1 are needed which requires additional replication and combination costs. Data parallelism does not reduce the actual cost of computation, it only saves time by using additional computational power. Chen et al. (2016b) proposed a modified RNN structure with a full output layer to facilitate the training when using a large amount of data. Kalchbrenner et al. (2016) proposed ByteNet with two networks to encode the source and decode the target at the same time. Gehring et al. (2017) use convolutional neural networks to build the system with a nature of parallelization. Kuchaiev and Ginsburg (2017) focus on how to reduce the computational cost through patitioning or factorizing LSTM matrix. To compare, our method does not modify the network itself and can be used in any NMT framework.
Other methods focus on how to reduce the parameters trained by the model (See et al., 2016) . They show that with a pruning technique, 40-60% of the parameters can be pruned out. Similar methods are proposed to reduce the hidden units with knowledge distillation (Crego et al., 2016; Kim and Rush, 2016) . They re-train a smaller student model using text translated from teacher models. They report a 70% reduction on the number of parameters and a 30% increase in decoding speed. Hubara et al. (2016) proposed to reduce the precision of model parameters during training and network activations, which can also bring benefits to training efficiency.
To the best of our knowledge the closest idea to our work is instance weighting (Jiang and Zhai, 2007) , which is often used for domain adaptation. They add instance dependent weights to the loss function to help improving the performance. As a comparison, we focus on using "difficult" in-1 Google's Tensor Processing Unit . stances in training rather than spending training time on easier ones. We improve the accuracy while simultaneously reducing the cost of training.
Training Policies
To train a NMT system, we first design a neural network with some fixed meta-parameters (e.g. number of neurons, LSTM layers, etc.). Then, we feed the network with training instances (in a way of mini-batch) (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) until all instances of a training set are consumed. The operation is repeated until the model converges. Parameters of the network turn to an optimum status and as a consequence, the system reaches best performance.
During this process, there is no distinction between training instances. That is, all the instances are regarded as equal and used to train the NMT model equally. However, some instances are relatively easy for the model to learn (e.g. shorter or frequently used sentences). To use them repeatedly results in a waste of time. Moreover, to avoid overfitting and to help convergence, training instances are often randomly shuffled before used to train a model, hence, introducing un-certainty to the final status of the system. Inspired by machine learning algorithms (e.g. boosting, bootstrap, etc.), which are widely used to improve the stability and accuracy especially in the field of text classification, we force the neural network to pay closer attention to "difficult" training examples. To our knowledge, this is the first approach that integrates such meta-algorithms within NMT training. Figure 1 illustrates different methods to select training instances. Instances are initially sorted based on their translation perplexities (Original) to be finally duplicated (Boost), reduced (Reduce), or just re-sampled (Bootstrap). Such adjustment is applied during each training epoch, thus results in different cost and accuracy.
To be specific, at each training epoch we extend the training set with sentence pairs that the translation model finds "difficult" to translate (Boost). We approximate this procedure by choosing sentences with a high perplexity score. In Figure 1 , the block with higher perplexity sentences (darker) is repeated in the Boosting set when compared to the Original set. The process has no additional computational cost since perplexity is already computed in a previous iteration.
To put it further, we may focus on "difficult" sentences by removing "easy" ones from the training set (Reduce). In Figure 1 , the block with lower perplexity sentences (lighter) is missing in the Reduction set when compared to the Original set.
Finally, we randomly sample 100% of the sentences from the corpus as a comparison to the baseline system (Bootstrap). In Figure 1 , some blocks of the Original set appear repeated in the Bootstrap set while some others are missing, due to a random re-sampling.
Experiments
In this section we report on the experiments conducted to evaluate the suitability of the proposed methods. We begin with details of the NMT system parameters as well as the corpora employed.
System Description
We build our NMT system based on an opensource project OpenNMT 2 . We use a bidirectional RNN encoder with 4 LSTM layers with each containing 1, 000 nodes. Word embeddings are sized of 500 cells and we set the dropout probability to 0.3. Batch size is set to 64. The maximum length of both source and target sentences is set to 80 and we limit the vocabulary size to 50K words for both source and target languages.
The default optimiser is SGD with starting learning rate 1.0. We start to decay the learning rate from epoch 10, or when we find a perplexity increasing compared with the previous epoch on a validation set. Evaluation is performed on a held-out testset with BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) .
2 http://opennmt.net
Corpora
We used an in-house generic corpus built as mix from several client data consisting of FrenchEnglish sentences pairs. We split the corpus into three sets: training, validation and a held-out test set. Table 1 : Statistics of the data used in our experiments. M stands for millions and K for thousands.
Results
We train four systems corresponding to the different training policies considered in this paper following the system configuration detailed in Section 4.1. During each training epoch:
• default uses the entire original data.
• boost extends 10% the original data with the most difficult sentence pairs (following perplexity).
• reduce keeps 80% the most difficult instances of the previous epochs, discarding the remaining 20%. Note that the procedure restarts using the entire training set every 3 epochs. That is it uses 100%, 80%, 64%, 100%, 80%, 64%, ... of the training data.
• bootstrap re-samples 100% the training set. Hence allowing for repeated and missing sentences of the original training set.
All systems are trained up to 18 epochs 3 . Evaluation results are shown in Figure 2 and Table  2 . Each result is averaged from two systems initialised with different random seeds to alleviate the influence of randomisation.
As it can be seen, boost outperforms the default method by +1.49 (BLEU) at the cost of using 10% of additional training data. However, the system converges faster than any other system as best performance is achieved at epoch 14, while others need to achieve the best after epoch 16. The reduce system finally obtains the highest accuracy scores, outperforming the default method by +1.63 (BLEU). In addition to accuracy, the system performing the reduce method needed only 80% less data than the default. It shows that this policy is promising.
Considering boostrap, the score steadily improves. Though not so significantly, it outperforms also the default method by +0.87 (BLEU) with better stability. Finally, we ensemble the 4 best systems (epoch 18) generated by each method, getting an additional +0.92 BLEU improvement. Table 2 : BLEU score, and data size conditions for different training policies.
BLEU

Perplexity Normalisation
In this work we use perplexity as the measure for translation "difficulty", computed over each training batch. We distinguish instances between "difficult" ones and "easy" ones in order to save time during system training. Since perplexity will always increase when the sentences are long, a normalisation method is typically needed. We test several normalisation strategies:
• by batch size (number of training instances)
• by (target) sentence length
• without normalisation (longer sentences were always assigned a higher perplexity)
Experimental results show no significant performance differences for any of the strategies. An explanation for such behaviour may be found on the fact that long sentences are also difficult translations. Thus, the selected subsets (by any normalisation strategy) are very similar.
Analysis
We propose a simple data manipulation technique to help improving efficiency and performance of NMT models during training. The idea imitates the human learning process. Typically, humans need to spend more time to learn "difficult" concepts and less time for easier ones . As a consequence, we force the NMT system to spend more time on more "difficult" instances, while "skipping" easier examples at the same time. Thus, We emulate a human spending additional energy on learning complex concepts.
We inspect the selected "difficult" examples according to perplexity. We find that almost all such examples containing complex structures, thus being difficult to be translated. To force the system to pay much attention on them can adjust it towards "mastering" more information for these sentences.
An interesting conclusion is that, we can train the NMT system with 80% of the most complex sentences. That is to say, when training examples with smaller perplexity are removed and those with larger ones are emphasised, the system performs better in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
Further experiments need to be conducted for a detailed insight of the methods presented. Like measuring the impact of using several ratios of training data boosted/reduced. As well as studying the impact of the methods on different language pairs and data size conditions.
Conclusions
For NMT, training cost is a big problem for even a medium-sized corpus with cutting-edge hardware. At the same time, the trained model is apt to converge to a local optima, which makes the training more instable. In this paper, we proposed a data boosting method for NMT to help improving stability and efficiency. Experiments show that the improvement is quite stable during almost all training iterations. By adding 10% training corpus, translation score is improved by 1.49 BLEU scores and by reducing the size of the corpus by 20%, translation performance improved by 1.63.
The method we proposed focuses on training process only. There is no restriction for the neural network structure. It can be used in any data parallelism framework and then distributed onto multiGPUs. Also, corpus pre-processing like tokenization (e.g. using sub-word unit (Sennrich et al., 2015) ) and other techniques like guided training (Shen et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016a) can be freely added based on the method we proposed. In the future, we plan to investigate more on the influence of training data especially in the later phase of training.
